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The �history independent� autocorrelation function for a hydrogen-bonded water molecule pair,
calculated from classical molecular dynamics trajectories of liquid water, exhibits a t−3/2 asymptotic
tail. Its whole time dependence agrees quantitatively with the solution for reversible
diffusion-influenced geminate recombination derived by Agmon and Weiss �J. Chem. Phys. 91,
6937 �1989��. Agreement with diffusion theory is independent of the precise definition of the bound
state. Given the water self-diffusion constant, this theory enables us to determine the dissociation
and bimolecular recombination rate parameters for a water dimer. �The theory is indispensable for
obtaining the bimolecular rate coefficient.� Interestingly, the activation energies obtained from the
temperature dependence of these rate coefficients are similar, rather than differing by the
hydrogen-bond �HB� strength. This suggests that recombination requires displacing another water
molecule, which meanwhile occupied the binding site. Because these activation energies are about
twice the HB strength, cleavage of two HBs may be required to allow pair separation. The
autocorrelation function without the HB angular restriction yields a recombination rate coefficient
that is larger than that for rebinding to all four tetrahedral water sites �with angular restrictions�,
suggesting the additional participation of interstitial sites. Following dissociation, the probability of
the pair to be unbound but within the reaction sphere rises more slowly than expected, possibly
because binding to the interstitial sites delays pair separation. An extended diffusion model, which
includes an additional binding site, can account for this behavior. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2968608�

I. INTRODUCTION

The unique thermodynamic and kinetic properties of liq-
uid water are derived from its hydrogen-bond �HB� patterns.
Since the conception of molecular dynamics �MD� simula-
tions of liquid water,1 HB kinetics was studied using the
“intermittent” �or “history independent”� pair correlation
function.2–16 This function, denoted by c�t�, is the binding
probability for a specific �“tagged”� water molecule pair that
was bound at time t=0, averaged over a MD trajectory. It
was realized early on that the time course of c�t� is highly
nonexponential.2 Yet there is no consensus concerning the
theoretical interpretation of this time course. Luzar and
Chandler5,6 suggested that it is due to �translational� diffu-
sion of water molecules but failed to identify any power-law
behavior,5 which �see below� is a characteristic of diffusion.
Others implicated long-range correlations in this behavior,9

leading to temporal decay which is strangely both a stretched
exponential and a t1/2 power law �Eqs. �10� and �12� in Ref.
9�. Recent studies confirm the influence of HB correlations
on c�t�, but in room-temperature water this fades out by
about 10 ps.13

The present work confirms the interpretation of Luzar
and Chandler5,6 by applying results from the diffusion theory

of reversible geminate recombination17–24 to c�t�, calculated
here over an extended time regime, which allows to observe
diffusional effects. In reversible geminate recombination,
c�t� is equivalent to the probability for observing the parent
molecule C, which dissociates reversibly into A and B,

C�
ka

kd

A + B , �1�

where kd and ka are the dissociation and association rate
constants, respectively. When A and B diffuse with diffusion
constants DA and DB, respectively, the pair kinetics is dic-
tated by their relative diffusion constant, D�DA+DB. Water
dynamics constitutes a special case of this reversible reac-
tion, where A and B are two tagged water molecules, C their
hydrogen-bonded dimer, and D=2Dw, where Dw is the water
self-diffusion coefficient. In the low concentration limit, only
the original dissociated A and B can recombine, and this is
called the geminate problem. Although water concentration
of bulk water is high, the pair correlation function c�t� tracks
the fate of a specific water molecule pair. It is, by definition,
a geminate pair that is solvated by all the other water mol-
ecules. Given that it was bound at t=0, c�t� is its probability
to be bound at a later time t irrespective of its fate at inter-
mediate times. Thus initially c�0�=1, and it decays to zero as
t→�.

This paper is structured as follows. First we summarize
the simplest theoretical model of reversible geminate
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diffusion-influenced kinetics. Then we describe our simula-
tion protocol. In Sec. IV, we first calculate the water self-
diffusion coefficient, which is required for the theoretical
analysis. Then we present several types of correlation func-
tions, all showing remarkable agreement with diffusion
theory over nearly four decades in time �roughly 200 fs to
1 ns�. Yet the temperature dependence and unbound popula-
tion kinetics suggest that the simple diffusion model should
be extended. We present a possible extension and discuss the
microscopic factors that might make the situation in liquid
water more complicated than anticipated. Section V summa-
rizes the elementary steps that are likely involved in the mi-
croscopic mechanism of water pair dynamics, suggesting
that diffusion theory might provide a powerful tool for their
elucidation.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

A diffusion equation for treating the reversible geminate
reaction, with an appropriate “back-reaction” boundary con-
dition, was suggested in 1984 and solved analytically for the
one-dimensional case.17 Here we consider this problem in
three dimensions with spherical symmetry.20–22 The probabil-
ity density �i.e., per unit volume� to find the unbound pair
separated to a distance r�a, when its separation of closest
approach is r=a �the “contact radius”�, is denoted by p�r , t�.
The probability that the pair is bound is denoted by c�t�.
Thus, conservation of probability implies that

4��
a

�

p�r,t�r2dr + c�t� = 1. �2�

Using sink terms instead of the back-reaction boundary
condition,23,24 we write two coupled differential equations
for the above quantities

�p�r,t�/�t = Lp�r,t� − Wa�r�p�r,t� + Wd�r�c�t� , �3a�

dc�t�/dt = 4��
a

�

r2drWa�r�p�r,t� − kdc�t� . �3b�

Initially, p�r ,0�=0 and c�0�=1 because we start here from a
bound pair. In the general form of the equations, Wd�r� and
Wa�r� are the rate functions for dissociation and association,
respectively, and then kd=4��a

�r2drWd�r�. However, for a
reaction that occurs only at contact, these “sink terms” be-
come

Wd�r� = kd
��r − a�

4�a2 , Wa�r� = ka
��r − a�

4�a2 . �4�

Equation �3a� is then similar to that considered by Luzar and
Chandler,5 except that they have ��r� instead of ��r−a�. In
the absence of any long-range interaction potential between
A and B �and distance independent D�, the operator L in
Eq. �3a� is the three-dimensional Laplacian,

L = Dr−2 �

�r
r2 �

�r
, �5�

and a reflecting boundary condition is imposed at r=a,
namely, �p�r , t� /�r �r=a=0.

This equation �with a potential of interaction� was first
solved numerically in 1988 �Ref. 18� and applied to experi-
mental results for excited-state proton transfer to solvent.25 A
user-friendly computer program for performing this task has
been developed �SSDP, version 2.66�.26 However, numerical
solution is not required in the present case because it can be
obtained analytically. The long-time asymptotic solution was
obtained first19

c�t� 	 Keq�4�Dt�−3/2, �6�

where Keq�ka /kd is the equilibrium constant for the revers-
ible reaction in the association direction. As demonstrated
repeatedly for excited-state proton transfer to solvent,25 ob-
servation of the t−3/2 asymptotics is a decisive indication for
a translational diffusion mechanism in three dimensions. Yet
this went unnoticed by the water simulation community.2–16

To observe this power-law behavior, one needs to simu-
late for longer times than previously done �100’s instead of
10’s of picoseconds�, and calculate c�t� after transforming
into the “real” coordinates, which may lie outside the simu-
lation box. This is the common routine when calculating dif-
fusion coefficients �cf. Eq. �5.2.5� in Ref. 27�, which has
somehow been overlooked in previous calculations of c�t�
�see the discussion of Eq. �1� in Ref. 7 or Eq. �7� in Ref. 9�.
If the periodic boundary conditions are treated as if they
represent a finite system of N molecules �instead of an infi-
nite system with periodically duplicated dynamics�, c�t� ul-
timately decreases to 1 /N rather than to zero as it should for
an infinite system. This is demonstrated in Fig. S1 of the
Supplementary Material �SM�.28

A fit of the autocorrelation function calculated from the
real coordinates to Eq. �6� determines only Keq but not kd and
ka individually. Hence, one requires the complete time-
dependent solution to the coupled differential equations �Eqs.
�3a� and �3b��. This is conveniently obtained using the
Laplace-transform �LT� technique, where the LT of a func-
tion c�t� is defined by ĉ�s�=�0

�dtc�t�exp�−st�. In 1996, Luzar
and Chandler5,6 reported the LT of k�t��−dc�t� /dt. They
found

k̂�s� = 1 − sĉ�s� =
kd

s + kd + skaf�s�
, �7�

with f�s�=3� �1− �s��1/2 arctan�s��−1/2� and �=a2 /D�6��2/3.
No details were given on this derivation. The exact LT solu-
tion to Eqs. �3a� and �3b� was obtained earlier.20,21 It is in-
deed given by Eq. �7� but with a different f�s�, which is the
LT of the Green function for starting and ending on a reflec-
tive sphere at r=a,

f�s�−1 = kD�1 + 
s�� . �8�

Here kD�4�Da is the diffusion-controlled rate constant,
whereas ��a2 /D. Both functions f�s� monotonically de-
crease with s, but otherwise they are different.

In our case, there is no need to invert the LT numerically
�as in Fig. 1 of Ref. 5� because it can be done analytically.20

Upon insertion of Eq. �8�, the denominator of Eq. �7� be-
comes a cubic polynomial in 
s, whose roots �i obey

�1 + �2 + �3 = − �1 + ka/kD�/a , �9a�
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�1�2 + �2�3 + �3�1 = kd/D , �9b�

�1�2�3 = − kd/�Da� . �9c�

By factoring this cubic polynomial, one can invert the LT
analytically for all times

c�t� = �
i=1

3
− �i�� j + �k�

�� j − �i���k − �i�
��− �i


Dt� , �10�

where ��z��exp�z2�erfc�z�, and erfc�z� is the �complex�
complementary error function �of a complex variable z�. The
indices obey i� j�k=1,2 ,3. This solution �or its exten-
sions� can be found in Eq. �3.13� of Ref. 20, Eq. �3.27� of
Ref. 21, Eq. �25� of Ref. 22, and Eq. �3.17� of Ref. 24. By
inserting the long-time behavior of the error function,29 one
derives Eq. �6�. Differentiation of Eq. �10� gives

k�t� � −
dc�t�

dt
= D�

i=1

3
�i

3�� j + �k�
�� j − �i���k − �i�

��− �i

Dt� .

�11�

k�t� is also the lifetime probability distribution of the bound
pair, so that its average lifetime � is given by

� � �
0

�

tk�t�dt = �
0

�

c�t�dt =
ka + kD

kdkD
. �12�

The last equality is exact in the present case.22 In the general
case, which includes an interaction potential, it follows from
a steady-state approximation �e.g., Eq. �18� in Ref. 19�.

Luzar and Chandler5 considered the probability n�t� of
having the pair unbound yet with a O¯O separation smaller
than the cutoff distance, ROO=3.5 Å �i.e., with an unfavor-
able HB angle�. In the reversible geminate recombination
formalism, the probability density of an initially bound pair
�marked here by an asterisk� to be at contact �r=a� by time t
is denoted by p�a , t ���. We expect that

n�t� = Vrp�a,t��� . �13�

The proportionality constant Vr is a “reactive volume” aris-
ing from the spherical shell in which the separation vectors
for unbound pairs contributing to n�t� reside. It should ex-
tend approximately from 2.9 to 3.5 Å �the first maximum
and minimum of the radial distribution function for liquid
water�,1 but otherwise it remains an empirical parameter.

The Green’s function component p�r , t ��� has been
evaluated by Kim and Shin �their Eq. �24��.22 From it, we get

p�a,t��� =
kd

akD
�
i=1

3
�i

�� j − �i���k − �i�
��− �i


Dt� . �14�

At long times, p�a , t ���	�4�Dt�−3/2 �see Eqs. �2.11� and
�5.13b� in Ref. 24�. Therefore, a fit to c�t� provides us also
with p�a , t ���, leaving only Vr as an adjustable parameter for
fitting n�t�.

This solution can be connected to k�t� also through
Eqs. �3b� and �4�,

k�t� = kdc�t� − kap�a,t��� . �15�

With the time-dependent solutions in Eqs. �10�, �11�, and
�14�, the last equation becomes an identity, which holds for
each i=1,2 ,3,

D�i
2�� j + �k� = − kd�� j + �k� − kakd/�akD� . �16�

To verify this, all three identities in Eqs. �9a�–�9c� should be
utilized.

In the absence of a theoretical solution for c�t�, the ap-
proach taken in literature5,7,10,14,15 was to utilize an apparent
unimolecular rate equation

k�t� = kdc�t� − k�n�t� . �17�

Here c�t� and n�t� were determined directly from the trajec-
tory data, and k�t��−dc�t� /dt by numerical differentiation.
The above equation was then used to fit kd and k�. This
phenomenological approach is incapable of explaining the
physical origin of the nonlinearity in c�t� because the solu-
tion of the diffusion equation does not enter into this analy-
sis. It determines an apparent unimolecular rate constant k�
rather than the bimolecular rate constant ka. Upon comparing
Eqs. �13�, �15�, and �17� it is seen that the two rate constants
may be related by

k� = ka/Vr. �18�

However, this heuristic relation may be of only qualitative
utility. More quantitatively, k� and ka may differ because they
correspond to recombination on short versus long time
scales, respectively.

III. SIMULATION PROTOCOL

Classical MD simulations were performed using both
nonpolarizable and polarizable water potentials, because it
was suggested that polarization slows down HB relaxation
due to cooperative effects.10 The nonpolarizable water poten-
tial utilized here is based on the TIP3P model,30 except that it
was made flexible and its parameters were modified,31 as
implemented in the MS-EVB2 model for protonated
water.32,33 The polarizable potential utilized is the AMOEBA
water model �flexible three-point water with multipoles�,34,35

as implemented in the TINKER 4.2 software package.36 The
trajectories are essentially those reported in our earlier
work.37–39 Simulations were run for a constant number of
water molecules N within a fixed volume V and at constant
temperature T �“constant NVT”�, keeping the density at about
1 g /cm3. For the TIP3P simulations, we have run trajecto-
ries for N=216 or 1600 and for T=277, 288, 300, and 320 K.
For the AMOEBA simulations, N=500 and T=280, 300,
310, and 320 K. Trajectories were run with a time step of 0.5
or 1.0 fs, and the coordinates saved typically every �t
=25 fs �TIP3P� or 50 fs �AMOEBA�. Further detail on the
calculations can be found in Ref. 38.

The saved coordinates were transformed into real coor-
dinates. This means that if by time t a tagged particle has
exited n− times in the −x direction and n+ times in the oppo-
site, +x direction, its real location xreal is given by
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xreal = x + L�n+ − n−� , �19�

where L is the size of the box and x is the coordinate within
the box, as reported by the simulation routine. In our calcu-
lations, this was done concomitantly with the identification
of a boundary crossing. Thus after each time step �t, we
monitored the three Cartesian coordinates of each molecule
in search of abrupt hops over a distance 	L /2, indicating
crossing of a periodic boundary. Consider the change �x in
the x coordinate during the time interval �t. The value of
xreal is updated according to

��x� 
 L/2 ⇒ �xreal = �x ,

�x 	 L/2 ⇒ �xreal = �x − L , �20�

�x 
 − L/2 ⇒ �xreal = �x + L .

Analogous equations apply to y and z. This algorithm for
“opening up” of the simulation box ensures physically viable
results for Dw and c�t�.27

The HB was defined by the conventional geometric
criterion,5 requiring an O¯O distance smaller than 3.5 Å
and an O¯O–H angle �between the covalent and HB axes�
smaller than 30°. The cone in which a HB exists is depicted
schematically in Fig. 1. It was previously observed that
changing the cutoff angle, say, to 45°, affects c�t� only
marginally.7 Figure S2 of the SM �Ref. 28� verifies that in-
deed there is very little variation of c�t� with the two cutoff
parameters around their optimal values. There are several
other definitions of HBs in the literature but they were shown
to have little effect on a typical correlation function.40

Trajectories were run up to 700 ps in order to capture the
long-time tail of c�t�. A value of 1 was assigned to the auto-
correlation at time t=k�t �k�0 an integer� if the original
two oxygens were hydrogen bonded through the same hydro-
gen irrespective of their previous binding history. In addition
to this “single-site” c�t�, we have also calculated c�t� when
return can occur to any of the four sites, with or without the
angular restriction in the HB definition. Each result was then
averaged over all the trajectory segments and over all water
molecule pairs whose HB was initially within the simulation

box �pairs of water molecules that initially formed a HB
crossing the periodic boundary were not included�. To en-
hance the statistics, multiple time origins were implemented.
For the AMOEBA trajectories, multiple origins were selected
every 50 fs during the first 25 ps of each trajectory.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let us proceed hierarchically from the uncorrelated mo-
tion of a single molecule to the correlated motion of two. The
first is depicted by the mean square deviation �MSD� of a
molecule from its location at t=0, and the latter by the pair
correlation function. First we follow the translational motion
of a single water molecule �irrespective of all others� and
calculate its self-diffusion constant Dw. Then we track the
relative translational motion of a pair to calculate c�t�, which
is governed by the diffusion constant D=2Dw.

A. Self-diffusion

We start with the uncorrelated motion of a single water
molecule, which is described as self-diffusion. Figure 2
shows the averaged MSD of a tagged water molecule as a
function of t at room temperature for both water models and
for different N. A straight line is obtained from t	1 ps on-
ward �data to 250 ps are shown�. Water self-diffusion coef-
ficients were calculated from the slope �up to 100 ps� accord-
ing to

�r2 = 6Dwt , �21�

and are collected in Table I. Due to hydrodynamic interac-
tions, Dw increases with the simulation box size according to
Dw=Dw

0 −AT / ��L� �Dw
0 and A are constants and � is the

shear viscosity�.41 A comparison of diffusion coefficients for
different water models is given in Table II of Ref. 14. It is
generally observed that polarizable models lead to slower

FIG. 1. �Color online� The cutoff distance and angle for the HB define a
cone centered on the donor oxygen where a HB is considered to exist. The
figure gives a schematic two-dimensional representation.

FIG. 2. �Color online� MSD as a function of time from room-temperature
MD simulations using the TIP3P and AMOEBA water models. Dashed lines
are for a smaller box of 216 water molecules. Water self-diffusion coeffi-
cients obtained from the slopes of the lines are collected in Table I.
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diffusion due to molecular correlations, with Dw quite close
to the experimental value of 0.23 Å2 /ps.42

An Arrhenius plot for Dw as a function of 1 /T is shown
in Fig. 3. Over an extended temperature range, this curve is
not linear �see Fig. 3 in Ref. 43�. However, over the limited
range shown here we get a linear Arrhenius curve. For the
AMOEBA model, the slope corresponds to an activation en-
thalpy around 19 kJ/mol, which is in excellent agreement
with the experimental value �Fig. 1�b� in Ref. 43�.

B. Autocorrelation functions

A water molecule pair that was initially hydrogen
bonded will dissociate a short-time later and separate by dif-
fusion. In any single trajectory this separation is a random-
walk process. During their random motion, the two mol-
ecules may occasionally approach to a close distance from
which they can rebind. If this happens, a second dissociation
event will follow. Nevertheless, after several such cycles
they will separate to such long distances from which recom-
bination can no longer occur. Such a pair trajectory is de-
picted in the movie file in the SM �where all other water
molecules were omitted for clarity�.28 Our goal here is to

provide a statistical description for this process by averaging
over a large number of water trajectories and by comparing
with diffusion theory.

Before presenting our results on the various correlation
functions, we perform some tests for verifying the method-
ology. We have noted that in calculating translational quan-
tities the periodic simulation box must be unfolded according
to Eq. �19� or �20�. Without this step in the analysis,7,9 c�t�
decays to 1 /N instead of to zero and this might mask the
asymptotic t−3/2 behavior. Figure S1 in the SM helps assess
the error introduced when this step is omitted.28 For a box
with N=216 water molecules the error is substantial, starting
even before the approach to the 1 /N limit, and preventing
one from obtaining a convincing fit to diffusion theory. For a
larger box �e.g., N=1600 in Fig. S1�, one may not practically
encounter this nonphysical portion of the long-time tail.

Next we consider the effect of the HB definition.40 Re-
call that a HB is defined here by the conventional geometric
criterion of cutoff distance and angle: ROO
3.5 Å and
��H–O¯O�
30°. Figure S2 in the SM shows that around
these values the simulated c�t� changes little with these cut-
off values.28 While in our calculations a cutoff distance was
always imposed, we differentiate here between three types of
�history independent� autocorrelation functions, depending
on whether or not the angular cutoff is imposed:

• Angular restriction is imposed both at t=0 and at t	0.
Under this definition all the recombination events are
subject to the angular cutoff. Because of the double
angular restriction, we denote this function by caa�t�. It
is the principal autocorrelation in our treatment.

• Angular restriction is imposed only at t=0 but not at
t	0. Thus at t	0 every pair with r
ROO contributes
to c�t�. Because of the imposition of a distance con-
straint at t	0, we denote this autocorrelation function
by cad�t�.

• Angular restriction is not imposed at any time, only
distance restriction. We denote this autocorrelation
function by cdd�t�.

Figure 4 shows the three correlation functions from
room-temperature simulations using the two water models. It
is seen that irrespective of the precise definition of the cor-
relation function, all the c�t�’s exhibit a conspicuous power-
law tail, always with the t−3/2 asymptotic characteristics of
three-dimensional translational diffusion.25 This long-time
tail is manifested as a straight line when plotted on a log-log
scale.

Before we can quantitatively apply diffusion theory to
these data, we need to correct for nondiffusive effects at
short times. The insets in Fig. 4 show that both caa�t� and
cdd�t� �but not cad�t�� exhibit a fast decay component on the
100 fs time scale. Such a “ballistic” component in water
solvation dynamics has been identified experimentally.44 It is
customarily attributed to water librational motion,15 whereas
the slower components are thought to be diffusive. This may
not explain why caa�t� and cdd�t� exhibit an ultrafast femto-
second component but not cad�t�. Such microscopic detail is
beyond the scope of the present work.

TABLE I. Water self-diffusion coefficients Dw �in Å2 /ps� from classical MD
simulations using the AMOEBA and the flexible-TIP3P water models. These
are obtained from linear fits to data, such as that in Fig. 2, up to 100 ps.

T
�K� AMOEBA �N=500� TIP3P �N=216�

277 ¯ 0.227
280 0.145 ¯

288 ¯ 0.299
300 0.231a 0.360b

300 0.278 0.399c

310 0.332 ¯

320 0.408 0.507

aN=216 water molecules. For a box of this size, Ref. 34 reports a value of
0.20 Å2 /ps from a 1.5 ns NPT trajectory, while we find D=0.23 Å2 /ps.
bTable II in Ref. 14 reports a value of 0.353�0.011 Å2 /ps.
cN=1600.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of water self-diffusion coefficients from
TIP3P and AMOEBA simulations give activation enthalpies of 13.5 and
19.4 kJ/mol, respectively.
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In the solvation response of water, the fast ballistic com-
ponent accounts for most of the relaxation.44 Here it is only
a small fraction thereof. Nevertheless, to obtain a meaningful
comparison with theory, one should better correct for it. We
have adopted here the following procedure for correcting
caa�t� for the fast ballistic component. First, we fit it to a sum
of m exponentials

caa�t� � �
i=1

m

Ai exp�− t/�i� + A0. �22�

Such a fit �with m=4� is shown in Fig. S3 of the SM,28 with
the Ai and �i listed in Table S1. Then we subtract the fastest
exponent and renormalize to obtain the corrected function

caa� �t� � �caa�t� − A1 exp�− t/�1��/�1 − A1� . �23�

The insets in Fig. 4 show this component, A1 exp�−t /�1�,
which is seen to be significant only for t
200 fs. When a
similar procedure is applied to cdd�t�, its corrected form be-
comes almost indistinguishable from cad�t�. We use the latter
to calculate n�t�.

Recall that the fraction of unbound population with
r
ROO was designated in the water MD literature by n�t�.5

This represents pairs that return to the cutoff sphere outside
of the HB cone depicted in Fig. 1. It is thus the difference
between the total population obeying the distance restriction
and the bound population,

n�t� � cad�t� − caa�t� . �24�

We do not need to correct it because at short times n�t��0,
so ballistic motion is less relevant. We shall now apply dif-
fusion theory to both c��t� and n�t�.

C. Simple diffusion model

We can now test the analytical result for reversible gemi-
nate recombination �Eq. �10�� for the time dependence of the
corrected autocorrelations, caa� �t� and cad� �t�. The diffusion
constant in both cases is identical, D=2Dw, with Dw from
Table I. The diffusion contact radius is equated with the HB
cutoff distance utilized in the simulation, a�ROO=3.5 Å.

FIG. 5. �Color online� A fit of Eq. �10� �line� to the corrected correlation
functions caa� �t� and cad� �t� �symbols� obtained by subtracting the fastest ex-
ponentials from the correlation functions of Fig. 4. �a� A �flexible� TIP3P
simulation �N=1600� and �b� AMOEBA simulation �N=500�, both at room
temperature. Fitting parameters in Tables II and III.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. �Color online� The three correlation functions from �a� a �flexible�
TIP3P simulation �N=1600� and �b� AMOEBA simulation �N=500�, both at
room temperature. The log-log scale allows one to easily visualize the
asymptotic power law. The inset shows the data �symbols� on an expanded
linear scale with the fastest exponentials to be subtracted from them �solid
line—caa, dashed line—cad, dotted line—cdd�.
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This leaves kd and ka as the sole fitting parameters. We have
calculated the square deviation as a function of these two
parameters and located the solution, which shows the mini-
mal deviation. This solution is depicted in Fig. 5, with pa-
rameters collected in Tables II and III.

It can be seen that with just two adjustable parameters,
kd and ka, excellent fits are obtained on all time scales from
about 200 fs up to 700 ps. This proves that diffusion is in-
deed the underlying mechanism behind the nonexponential
decay of c�t�.5 Moreover, diffusion theory now enables one
to get reliable values for the rate coefficients of cleavage and
formation of a specified HB. Note, however, that ka and kd

can compensate each other as long as their ratio, Keq, re-
mains fixed. From the tables, we estimate that this may lead
to an error of up to 20% in these rate parameters.

Taking the calculations based on the polarizable
AMOEBA model34,35 as closer to experimental reality, we
find that kd=0.4 ps−1 at 300 K. Previous MD estimates from
various water models are summarized in Table IV. It is seen
that the classical water models �i.e., excluding Car–
Parrinello MD �CPMD� �Ref. 15�� give similar results for kd.

The present approach differs from previous work in its
ability to generate a value for the bulk bimolecular recombi-
nation rate parameter, ka �as opposed to k� of Eq. �17��. To
convert to the conventional units of M−1 s−1, we multiply by
Avogadro’s number and convert Å3 to liters and picoseconds
to seconds �a factor of 6.02108�. From the AMOEBA tra-
jectory at 300 K, we obtain

ka = 1.3  1010 M−1 s−1. �25�

This value should be compared with the diffusion-controlled
rate constant for water recombination,

kD = 4�Da = 1.4  1010 M−1 s−1, �26�

utilizing D=2Dw=0.53 Å2 /ps �Table I�. Thus water associa-
tion is in the diffusion-controlled regime.

The observed recombination time �from the bulk� would
be ka

−1+kD
−1, about 2 /kD in this case. The similarity of these

two time constants indicates that HB dynamics in water is in
the diffusion-controlled regime. Similarly, the observed
dissociation time �for forming spatially separated pairs� can
be estimated from Eq. �12�: �=4.8 ps as compared to 1 /kd

=2.5 ps. The closeness of the two values again reflects the
fact that water HB dynamics is in the diffusion-controlled
regime.

We can also estimate the “steric factor” for water recom-
bination. The ratio of ka from fitting cad� �t� and caa� �t� is be-
tween 2 and 3 �last column of Table III�. This can be taken as
the �inverse� steric factor for HB formation, where only col-
lision at a prescribed angular cone leads to reaction. We note
that the fraction of the surface of a sphere for a cone of angle
� is �1−cos���� /2 or less than 8% for �=30°. Thus lifting
the angular restriction contributes to ka much less than ex-
pected from the added surface area. Most of the area is not
available for binding because it is occupied by other water
ligands.

TABLE II. Parameters used in fitting the diffusion model �Eq. �10�� to the corrected correlation function caa� �t�.
Also shown are the parameters of the fastest exponential, A1 and �1, used to derive caa� �t� from caa�t�. Here
D=2Dw, with Dw from Table I.

Model N
T

�K�
D

�Å2 /ps�
ka

�Å3 /ps�
kd

�ps−1� A1

�1

�ps�

TIP3P 1600 300 0.8 23.8 0.50 0.0798 0.0139
TIP3P 216 277 0.45 17.0 0.31 0.0766a 0.0218a

TIP3P 216 288 0.56 22.0 0.40 0.0901 0.0277
TIP3P 216 300 0.72 24.3 0.47 0.905 0.0200
TIP3P 216 320 1.0 41.0 0.70 0.111 0.0219
AMOEBA 500 280 0.29 13.5 0.24 0.0830a 0.0208a

AMOEBA 500 300 0.53 21.4 0.39 0.110 0.260
AMOEBA 500 310 0.66 29.3 0.49 0.115 0.0223
AMOEBA 500 320 0.82 32.3 0.58 0.123 0.0200

aFit performed only up to 10 ps.

TABLE III. Same as Table II for the correlation function cad� �t�. The steric factor �sf� is the ratio of ka from this
table to that in Table II.

Model N
T

�K�
ka

�Å3 /ps�
kd

�ps−1� A1

�1

�ps� sf

TIP3P 1600 300 77.3 0.43 0.000 57 0.0100 3.2
TIP3P 216 277 51.6 0.28 0.0505a 0.353a 3.0
TIP3P 216 288 45.5 0.28 0.104 0.622 2.1
TIP3P 216 300 70.2 0.39 0.0661 0.379 2.9
TIP3P 216 320 95.1 0.50 0.107 0.498 2.3
AMOEBA 500 280 36.5 0.19 0.426 0.436 2.7
AMOEBA 500 300 50.1 0.28 0.0737 0.512 2.3
AMOEBA 500 310 58.3 0.32 0.450 0.496 2.0
AMOEBA 500 320 95.3 0.48 0.0781 0.422 2.9

aFit over first 10 ps.
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Related to this issue is the autocorrelation function in
which water molecule pairs are counted as bound irrespec-
tive of the identity of the hydrogen which participates in the
HB. In this four-site binding scenario, a HB between two
specified water molecules can form via any of their four
hydrogen atoms.5–7 Let us denote this correlation function by
ca4�t�. Figure 6 compares it with caa�t�, with parameters col-
lected in Table V. The two dissociation rate constants, kd, are
identical within the fitting error. As expected, ka is larger for
ca4�t� than for caa�t� but only by about a factor of 1.7. This
suggests that there is a higher probability of returning to the
original binding site than to any other of the three binding
arrangements. The fact that cad�t� yields an even larger ka

can be understood because in the lack of angular restriction
water may also occupy an interstitial site.

The diffusion theory result �Eq. �10�� provides an excel-
lent two-parameter fit to c��t� irrespective of the precise defi-
nition of the bound state. In particular, the one-site model
considered here �when rebinding always occurs through the
original H�� deviates most strongly from spherical symmetry,
yet this does not seem to affect much the quality of the fit.
Clearly, translational diffusion is a dominant factor here.

Nevertheless, c�t� alone might be insensitive to the micro-
scopic detail of water rebinding kinetics. In the following,
we consider additional data that require extending the simple
diffusion model discussed thus far.

D. Extended diffusion model

We now turn to n�t�—the probability of the pair to be
unbound but within the cutoff radius—obtained from the
simulations by the subtraction procedure of Eq. �24�. Here
we do not apply any correction to the short-time behavior of
cad�t� and caa�t� prior to their subtraction. If the simple dif-
fusion model is an accurate description, we expect from Eqs.
�13� and �14� that n�t� would coincide with Vrp�a , t ��� cal-
culated with the same ka and kd as caa� �t�. This is because the
theoretical solutions for c�t� and p�a , t ��� come from a single
set of coupled differential equations, and only Vr remains to
be adjusted.

Figure 7 shows n�t� from room-temperature simulations.
Evidently, n�0�=0 �the pair is initially bound� and, subse-

FIG. 6. �Color online� A comparison of c��t� for one-site binding �through
one prescribed hydrogen atom caa� �t�� vs four-site binding �through any of
the four hydrogens in a water molecule pair ca4� �t��. Lines show fits to Eq.
�10� with parameters collected in Tables II and V. The initial decay is almost
overlapping �inset�, suggesting identical kd but at long times ca4� �t�	caa� �t�,
suggesting larger ka for four-site binding �see values in the above mentioned
tables�.

TABLE IV. HB dissociation rate constants �near 300 K� from different
simulations with different water models. CPMD=Car–Parrinello MD. PW
=present work.

Model N
kd

�ps−1� Reference

SPC 250 0.6 7
TIP3P 216 0.47 PW
TIP4P 32 0.59 15
TIP4P 64 0.52 15
TIP4P 512 0.45 10
TIP4P/FQ 512 0.29 10
CPMD/BLYP 32 �0.1 15
AMOEBA 500 0.39 PW

FIG. 7. �Color online� Simultaneous fits for caa� �t� and n�t� for �a� TIP3P and
�b� AMOEBA simulations at 300 K. Symbols—trajectory data. Dashed
lines—fits to the simple diffusion model �Eq. �10�� with the parameters from
Table II and Vr= �a� 120 Å3 and �b� 100 Å3. Full lines—SSDP �version
2.66� �Ref. 26� solutions to the extended diffusion model �Eq. �28�� with the
same D as before, and other parameters as follows: �a� kd=kd

I =0.44 ps−1,
ka=20 Å3 /ps, ka

I =31 Å3 /ps, and Vr=85 Å3. �b� kd and ka as in Table II,
kd

I =kd, ka
I =31 Å3 /ps, and Vr=70 Å3.
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quently, n�t� increases to a maximum. This maximum is due
to competition between dissociation and diffusive pair sepa-
ration. The first process produces unbound contact pairs
while the second eliminates them. As predicted theoretically
�Sec. II�, n�t� tends at long times to the same t−3/2 limit as
c�t�. Phenomenologically, this is not surprising because n�t�
is the difference between two power-law decays. The near
equivalence of the long-time amplitudes of n�t� and cad� �t� is
due to the fact that Keq from cad� �t� is observed to be larger
than that from caa� �t� �cf. Eq. �6��.

While n�t� shows the qualitative behavior expected from
the simple diffusion model, quantitatively there is no agree-
ment with the theory �dashed lines�. For both water models,
the contact density p�a , t ��� �Eq. �14�� rises faster to its
maximum than n�t� from our MD simulations. There is, then,
another process that delays the pair separation. We have al-
ready seen �Sec. IV C above� that ka for cad� �t� is larger than
that from ca4� �t�, suggesting that interstitial sites participate in
hosting the unbound pair. Density of water molecules within
such sites is seen in spatial distribution functions from nu-
merous MD simulations.45–49 In a water tetrahedron, where
water ligands occupy four alternate corners of a cube, the
interstitial sites are at the other four corners, and slightly
displaced to larger distances. Movement into an interstitial
site is a “tetrahedral displacement,” previously suggested to
play a role in water self-diffusion and dielectric relaxation.43

We therefore consider an extension of the kinetic scheme
in Eq. �1�, where an interstitial site I can be occupied in
parallel to the binding site,

C�
ka

kd

A ¯ B�
kD

kD

A + B .

ka
I ↓↑kd

I

I �27�

Here A¯B is the contact pair, kD stands for a diffusional
stage, whereas ka

I and kd
I are the rate constants for

association/dissociation into/from site I. It is nevertheless
noted that without additional MD information we cannot say
whether I really represents an interstitial site, a bifurcated
HB,38 or a HB through one of the other three hydrogen atoms
�different from H��.

The differential equations for the extended scheme are a
generalization of the reversible geminate reaction in Eq. �2�,

�p�r,t�/�t = Lp�r,t� − �Wa�r� + Wa
I �r��p�r,t�

+ Wd�r�c�t� + Wd
I �r�I�t� , �28a�

dc�t�/dt = 4��
a

�

r2drWa�r�p�r,t� − kdc�t� , �28b�

dI�t�/dt = 4��
a

�

r2drWa
I �r�p�r,t� − kd

I I�t� , �28c�

where I�t� is the probability to occupy the interstitial site,
whose sink terms are

Wd
I �r� = kd

I ��r − a�
4�a2 , Wa

I �r� = ka
I ��r − a�

4�a2 . �29�

This definition, of course, parallels that in Eq. �4�. There is
currently no analytic solution for this extended diffusion
model,50 so it was solved numerically using a Windows ap-
plication for the spherically symmetric diffusion problem
�SSDP, version 2.66, utilizing its “split product” option�.26

From the solution, n�t� is calculated according to

n�t� = Vrp�a,t��� + I�t� . �30�

This extension of Eq. �13� adds the probability for residing in
site I to the probability to be unbound within the volume Vr

because both are presumably closer than the cutoff distance
ROO.

To reduce the number of adjustable parameters, we have
set kd

I =kd, and selected for it and for ka similar �Fig. 7�a�� or
identical �Fig. 7�b�� values to those of the simple diffusion
model in Table II, whereas ka

I 	ka. The reaction volume Vr in
Eq. �30� is 85 �TIP3P� or 70 �AMOEBA� Å3. These values
are close to the volume �77 Å3� of the spherical shell
bounded between the peak in the radial distribution function
of water �2.9 Å� and the cutoff distance at 3.5 Å. From the
figure it is seen that the effect of adding state I to the diffu-
sion model is small for caa� �t�, but for n�t� the extended
model achieves the required delay in its rise time. Thus the
correlation function alone is not sufficiently sensitive to the
details of the kinetic model. A direct MD determination of
I�t� and p�r , t ��� would yield an even more stringent test for
the kinetic model and its parameters.

TABLE V. Same as Table II for the four-site correlation function ca4� �t�.

Model N
T

�K�
ka

�Å3 /ps� kd �ps−1� A1

�1

�ps�

TIP3P 1600 300 45.0 0.48 0.164 0.0342
TIP3P 216 277 23.0 0.28 0.159a 0.0135a

TIP3P 216 288 33.5 0.42 0.173 0.0146
TIP3P 216 300 33.9 0.42 0.176 0.0133
TIP3P 216 320 60.2 0.67 0.202 0.0148
AMOEBA 500 280 25.3 0.26 0.149 0.0210
AMOEBA 500 300 36.8 0.41 0.171 0.0194
AMOEBA 500 310 38.3 0.45 0.179 0.0186
AMOEBA 500 320 57.7 0.60 0.204 0.0245

aFit over the first 10 ps.
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E. Temperature effect

We turn to the temperature �T� dependence of c�t� and its
underlying rate parameters, kd�T� and ka�T�. The temperature
range chosen here is rather modest, room temperature
�20 K, so that recalibration of the water model parameters
with T may not be required. Figure 8 depicts caa� �t� at three
different temperatures, whereas similar graphs for cad� , cdd� �t�,
and c4a� are shown in Figs. S4–S6 of the SM.28 As expected
from the results in Sec. IV C, the simple diffusion model
�Eq. �10�� fits the data well �lines�. The ensuing rate param-
eters are collected in Tables II, III, and V, and Table S2 in the
SM.28

Figure 9 shows the inverse-temperature dependence of
kd�T� and ka�T�, with lines representing the best-fitted
Arrhenius dependence

kd = Ad exp�− Ed/kBT� ,

�31�
ka = Aa exp�− Ea/kBT� .

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant. A similar analysis was
performed for the four-site model, c4a� �t�. The activation pa-
rameters for both cases are collected in Table VI.

The activation energies are larger than the HB strengths
�equilibrium reaction enthalpy �H� calculated for the same
water model. For example, the TIP3P model yields �H
=6–8 kJ /mol,38,51 whereas Ed is nearly twice this number.
This could reflect the usual situation in which activation bar-
riers are larger than reaction enthalpies. Alternately, it could

be that cleavage of two HBs is required before the pair can
separate.

We also note that within the simulation errors, Ed�Ea

�ED, where ED is the activation energy for diffusion �13.5
and 19.4 kJ/mol for the TIP3P and AMOEBA models, re-
spectively�. Thus approximately the same HB rearrangement
is required for all three processes. ED�Ed seems reasonable
because a prerequisite for diffusion is HB dissociation. How-
ever, one could expect that

Ed − Ea = �H . �32�

This well known relation from reaction-rate theory states that
the difference in activation barriers is the reaction’s
endothermicity.52 Yet, this relation does not hold: recombina-
tion has about the same barrier as dissociation. A plausible
explanation for this discrepancy is that dissociation does not
leave behind a vacant binding site at H�. Rather, another

TABLE VI. Activation prefactors and enthalpies in fitting kd and ka to the
Arrhenius plots in Fig. 9. The four-site correlation function gives poorer fits,
r=0.96 vs r=0.99 for the one-site model. Estimated error in activation en-
ergies is 1 kJ/mol.

TIP3P AMOEBA
One-site Four-site One-site Four-site

Ad �ps−1� 106 103 306 163
Ed �kJ/mol� 13.7 13.8 16.6 14.9
Aa �nm3 /ps� 8.22 16.5 19.0 10.2
Ea �kJ/mol� 14.6 15.4 16.9 14.0

FIG. 8. �Color online� Fits of caa� �t� to the simple diffusion model at differ-
ent temperatures: �a� TIP3P �N=216�; �b� AMOEBA �N=500�. Circles—
trajectory data. Lines—Eq. �10�. Kinetic parameters collected in Table II.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the rate parameters, kd�T� and ka�T� of
Table II, obtained by fitting caa� �t� from TIP3P �N=216� and AMOEBA �N
=500� simulations to the simple diffusion model in Fig. 8. Activation pa-
rameters are collected in Table VI.
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water molecule rapidly binds there, so �eventually� recombi-
nation with the original water molecule necessitates the dis-
placement of the new partner.

It is interesting to compare this to the temperature de-
pendence of kd and k� from the short-time analysis per-
formed using Eq. �17�. As Fig. 7 in Ref. 53 shows, the acti-
vation energy for k� is smaller than that of kd, in contrast to
the nearly equal activation energies found here for ka and kd.
This difference may arise if k� reflects short-time rebinding
when the H� site is still vacant, whereas ka corresponds to
longer times when it is already occupied. If so, the activation
energy for rebinding increases with time, a point that should
be investigated in more detail in a future work.

To check this further, we present in Fig. 10 the various
states of the binding site, HOH�. Initially, it donated a HB to
water molecule number 1 �H2O�1. The probability for this
state at time t is denoted here by p1�t��caa�t�, where p1�0�
=1. However, at t	0 the binding site H� may be in one of
several states:

• The site is free, denoted as p0�t�.

• The site is occupied by the same water molecule, p1�t�.

• The site is occupied by another water molecule �H2O�n

where n	1. We denote this probability by p	1�t�
��n=2

N−1pn, where pn is the probability that molecule n is
bound.

If we allow at most one molecule to bind to H� �thus in
the rare cases of bifurcated HBs we consider only the closest
water as the bound one�, then evidently these probabilities
normalize so that

1 = �
n=0

N−1

pn = p0 + p1 + p	1. �33�

Figure 10 shows these probabilities for t	50 fs. During
the fast ballistic stage �
100 fs time scale� a rapid decrease
in p1 is accompanied by a rapid increase in p0. Thereafter,
the probability of an unbound site increases slowly to its
equilibrium limit of about 0.2 �corresponding in our case to

40.8=3.2 HBs per water molecule38�. The probability p	1

for binding another water molecule is initially small but then

it increases more rapidly. By 400 fs, p	1� p0 and by 2 ps,
p	1� p1. For longer times the site is mostly occupied by
another water molecule. Because ka is predominantly deter-
mined by the amplitude of the long-time power law, its value
reflects the necessity to replace the newly bound water
�H2O�n, according to the exchange mechanism

HOH�
¯ �H2O�n + �H2O�1 ——→

ka

HOH�
¯ �H2O�1 + �H2O�n. �34�

Thus this step also requires cleaving of a HB, just like the
initial dissociation step of HOH�

¯ �H2O�1, explaining the
high value of Ea.

V. CONCLUSION

This work analyzed history-independent correlation
functions from classical MD of liquid water �flexible TIP3P
and polarizable AMOEBA models�, showing that their be-
havior is identical to the theoretical prediction of Agmon and
Weiss20 for the rebinding probability in diffusion-influenced
reversible geminate recombination. Thus a tagged water mol-
ecule in the simulation behaves like a geminate pair that can
dissociate, separate by diffusion, or recombine to form the
initial dimer. The underlying diffusive transport mechanism
leads to the ubiquitous t−3/2 tail, manifested as a linear decay
on a log-log scale. When unbiased diffusion is involved �no
long-range interactions between the diffusing partners�, the
problem admits an analytic solution,20,21 which finds here a
first application in explaining trajectory data. This confirms
the assertion of Luzar and Chandler5,6 that the nonexponen-
tiality of c�t� is a simple manifestation of translational diffu-
sion. The incompatible statements5,9 concerning the correct
functional form of c�t� �see Sec. I� are resolved by the
present approach, which exposes the t−3/2 decay characteris-
tic of three-dimensional reversible diffusive kinetics.

For an accurate extraction of the dissociation and �par-
ticularly� the recombination rate parameters from the diffu-
sion model, one must first determine the water self-diffusion
constant Dw from the same MD trajectory and use 2Dw as the
relative diffusion constant for the geminate water molecule
pair. With this, diffusion theory allows �for the first time to
our knowledge� to determine the bimolecular rate coefficient
for water molecule dimerization, ka=1.31010 M−1 s−1

�room-temperature AMOEBA trajectory�. This value is close
to the diffusion-controlled limit. Yet it is smaller by a factor
of 2–3 from ka extracted when no angular restriction is im-
posed on c�t�, and the whole ROO sphere is considered reac-
tive. This gives us an estimate for the steric factor for this
reaction.

Most of our calculations were for the single-site sce-
nario, in which one hydrogen atom H� in water HOH� is
considered as the binding site. If rebinding is allowed to take
place with all four tetrahedral sites of HOH�, ka increases by
only about a factor 1.7. The coordination number in room-
temperature liquid water is close to 4, so that the probability
of the dissociating H2O to find another vacant site is not

FIG. 10. �Color online� Time dependence of the various states of the bind-
ing site, HOH�, from a room-temperature AMOEBA simulation with 500
water molecules.
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large. The fact that without any angular restriction ka is even
larger suggests that some of the rebinding occurs through the
interstitial sites. Such sites, which are in between the tetra-
hedral sites and at a somewhat larger O–O distance,45–49

were previously implicated in the tetrahedral displacement
mechanism for self-diffusion and dielectric relaxation in liq-
uid water.43

We find additional evidence for binding to interstitial
sites when considering the unbound water pair population
within the ROO sphere following HB dissociation. It in-
creases slower than expected from the simple diffusion
model, perhaps because newly dissociated pairs are delayed
by such sites. We model this effect by an “extended diffusion
model” in which another site may be populated in parallel to
the H� site. Yet the direct confirmation of the participation of
such sites in the autocorrelation dynamics awaits further in-
vestigation.

An additional complication to the simple geminate
model is the competition by other water molecules. We have
found that after a few picoseconds most of the H� sites will
bind another water molecule. Thus the original water mol-
ecule �H2O�1 must displace the new partner before it can
rebind, according to the exchange reaction in Eq. �34�. This
explains why the temperature dependence of kd and ka yields
similar activation energies: the reaction in both directions is
nearly symmetrical because it involves the separation of an
existing water molecule pair. Moreover, the activation ener-
gies are about twice the HB strength �as determined by pre-
vious simulations38,51�, indicating that simultaneous cleavage
of two HBs may be required for instigating this reaction.

To conclude, we note that all types of history-
independent autocorrelation functions calculated herein con-
form quantitatively to the simple diffusion theory result in
Eq. �10�. Yet these functions alone are not sufficiently sensi-
tive to the molecular detail of the water molecule pair kinet-
ics. From the tentative additional results presented here, it
seems that a more detailed scenario may involve the follow-
ing steps. Simultaneous cleavage of two HBs allows a
bound-water molecule to move into an interstitial site. As it
separates diffusively, other water molecules compete for
binding to the vacated site. Utilizing interstitial sites, the
displaced molecule may rebind several times before separat-
ing to such large distances from which re-encounter prob-
ability diminishes by the ubiquitous t−3/2 law. The displace-
ment process is necessarily a many-body problem, and its
theoretical treatment may subsequently require utilization of
modern many-body theories for reversible bimolecular
diffusion-influenced reactions.21,54–59 A detailed application
of diffusion theory to water dynamics appears to be a prom-
ising avenue for future research.
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